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This year SUNDEK celebrates 50 years in business. SUNDEK has been at the forefront of decorative concrete since
1970. From the beginning, SUNDEK has led through their people and passion for innovation. In 1970, the
Stambaugh brothers, developed a revolutionary product now known as SUNDEK classic texture, which would
establish SUNDEK products as the industry standard for decorative concrete overlays. “The early years were
literally my brothers and a couple guys on a crew. I was a crew helper in the beginning and learned the business
starting in the bucket. Fast forward to 1983 when we expanded the program to include a nationwide installation
base, it’s been great being a part of such a rapidly growing industry” said Mark Stambaugh President of SUNDEK.
Five decades later, the product line has expanded and evolved as SUNDEK continuously drives the decorative
concrete industry’s’ development through cooperation and innovation, creating new solutions to stay ahead of
evolving technologies and industry trends.
In 1970 there were but a handful of decorative concrete contractors and manufacturers. Over the years thousands
of contractors have gotten into the decorative concrete business and are no longer around. “This is an easy
business to get into, but a very hard business to stay in,” said Charlie Plunk CEO of SUNDEK. He went on to say,
“Our strong industry reputation is largely due to our commitment to recruiting and supporting the best
contractors, businessmen and women in the industry and ensuring only the most qualified are a part of the
SUNDEK team.” Through this global network of qualified and highly motivated SUNDEK installers, continued
growth will remain strong for this family owned business throughout the next half century.
We invite all those who have made history with us along the way to join us in celebrating how far we’ve come
together and to continue working with us towards an even more exciting future in the decorative concrete
industry.
About Sundeck Products USA, Inc.
Sundeck Products USA, Inc. has been in business for 50 years and is a leading manufacturer and installer of a broad
range of decorative concrete coating systems. Sundek is committed to research and development of innovative
decorative products and has built a strong reputation for superior quality, performance and customer service.
Sundek works with both commercial and residential consumers globally. Our methods, materials and technology
have been field and laboratory proven by Architects, Engineers, Contractors and Home Owners. The Sundek team
installed more than 20 million square foot of products last year alone. Learn more about Sundek at
http://www.sundek.com .

